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CHAPTER ONE 

 
I measure everything in time now. Four years: the age of my son Garrett. One 

week: the span I have been back home on the ranch caring for my mother. 

Three-hundred-eighty-two days, five hours, and twenty-two minutes since my 

Michael died. 

I always knew Michael would go too soon. His constant worry was that he 

would leave me alone to raise Garrett. The doctors warned us health could be 

fickle. My mother tried to prepare me for a loss much like her own. But, I 

believed it would be the brain tumor that stole my husband away from this life, 

his son, and me. I never expected it to be a one-hundred-fifty pound deer 

crashing into his windshield, causing him to swerve off the road and into a 

partially frozen pond just a mile from the safety and love of our country home. 

In a matter of coincidence or perhaps a simple, brutal fate, Michael was 

gone. Not only was he taken from us, he was ripped away from his future. He 

would never witness Garrett growing up to make his own mistakes, find his 

way in this world, perhaps fall in love, marry, have children of his own. 

When someone dies, you get the thoughts and prayers and the memorial 

and the people who tell you how great he was and will never truly be gone. But 

what they forget is that when someone dies too young, the person they left 

behind has to deal with a lifetime of making sense of what happened, creating 

a new normal, recovering, and dealing with the loss. 

Not only have I lost my husband, but I have somehow lost all direction. At 

least with Michael, there had been a plan. A home, a farm, babies. And as long 

as he was alive, we focused on that. 

I wander through my childhood home, tracing fingertips along the dust-free 

mahogany banister as I walk up the carpeted stairs toward my mother’s room. 

She is supposed to be napping, but I hear the thump, thump, thump of a ball 



coming from the direction of her suite, and I instantly know Garrett has gone 

there. He should be in the play room downstairs with the part-time nanny my 

mother insisted on hiring during our stay. I find it frustrating to rely on 

someone else to care for my son, but the battle of wills with my mother is not 

one I wish to fight. There will be many while I am here. 

I push a gentle hand upon the heavy door so I may quietly peek inside the 

darkened room. Wisps of pale yellow sunlight creep into the right side of the 

sitting area, and I see Garrett perched upon the upholstered ottoman, 

preparing to bounce his ball. “Garrett,” I whisper. He looks up at me with wide 

eyes the color of jade, and I am jolted by the memory. He looks so much like 

Michael, I want to linger in the moment, as if I might somehow feel the 

presence of my husband a bit longer. 

I startle him, and he drops the ball from his hand. “I’m sorry, mama.” 

“Come on. Let grand-mama sleep.” I hold out my hand, and he leaps off the 

footstool, landing upon the Oriental rug with a loud thud. “Sh. You’ll wake her 

up.” 

“I am already up,” my mother calls from the adjoining bedroom. “Come on 

in.” 

Before I can protest, Garrett turns on his tiny heel and runs in the direction 

of her voice. I prepare my apology as I walk into her room. “I’m sorry. He 

knows—” 

My mother raises a ringed hand to stop me. “No harm done. I wasn’t 

sleeping anyway. Come up here, big boy,” she pats the downy bedspread, and 

this time my son does as he is told. “Did you bring that ball for me?” Garrett 

looks at the bright blue ball in his chubby palm and nods. He hands it to her, 

and she pulls him into a deep hug. 

I tidy the stack of books on her nightstand, reading spines and back covers. 

“I don’t know how he got up here without anyone noticing.” 

Over Garrett’s shoulder, my mother raises a perfectly plucked eyebrow. 

“And by anyone, you mean Trina?” 

“Is Trina in trouble, mama?” 



“No. She is not in trouble,” I smile down at him. 

Garrett looks to me with sad eyes. “Am I in trouble?” 

“Of course not, baby,” I lock eyes with my mother. “We just need to 

remember the rules.” 

“Rules? You are on the ranch! There are no rules,” my mother says, tickling 

the rib cage of her grandson. He giggles at her touch and tries to crawl away, 

but she grabs his bare feet and draws him back into her arms. 

It seems strange to see my mother happy. For years, she appeared lost to 

me, to her sadness. We never connected during my youth and early years of 

adulthood. And after my father died, she strayed even further from me, 

preferring to dwell in her own pain rather than share in it. It took the birth of 

my own son and Michael’s brain tumor diagnosis to finally bridge the emotional 

gap between us. When I returned home to the ranch last week to help my 

mother recover from hip surgery, I still felt it, however. 

The grief and melancholy of a life alone. It feels stuck in this place. 

A breathless Trina enters the outer room. “There you are, young man! I am 

so sorry, ma’am,” she says to my mother before turning an apologetic gaze to 

me. “He was sitting so nice and quiet, watching his afternoon program. When I 

went to the kitchen for his snack, he must have just got up and left. I had no 

idea where to look. I’ve been frantic. Absolutely frantic.” To emphasize her 

angst, Trina places a wrinkled hand upon the front of her abdomen and the 

other to her forehead as if her mistake has caused immense physical pain. 

“It’s alright, Trina. He missed his grand-mama,” my mother flashes the 

thoughtful smile which so often endears her to the hired help. I think of all the 

times I wanted that kindness directed at me. Some sign I was not a 

disappointment. 

“Come with me, little one. Time for snack,” Trina holds out her hand, and 

Garrett grabs it. “Again, my apologies.” Trina practically curtsies, first in the 

direction of my mother and then in mine. 

With arms crossed against my chest, I simply smile and wait until they 

leave to speak. “You should rest.” 



“So should you,” my mother shoots back as I grab the glass from the 

nightstand and fill it with fresh water in the adjacent bathroom. Upon my 

return, she watches in silence while I arrange the miscellaneous pill bottles to 

make a place for the glass. I pluck dead leaves off a flowery get-well-soon plant 

from one of her friends and upon closer inspection take it into the bathroom for 

a drink of water. “You are always moving,” my mother calls from the bedroom. 

I ignore her and linger in the bathroom. I tidy the medicine cabinet and 

makeup drawer. I remove two damp towels from the rack and toss them down 

the laundry chute. After further scrutiny, I realize there is nothing else for me 

to do so I re-enter the bedroom. 

“You are always moving,” my mother repeats, relentless in her quest to 

have this conversation. “You keep cleaning and arranging and the maid is 

going to think her efforts are not up to par.” 

“I miss caring for a home.” 

“It’s more than that, Quinn.” 

“I feel like there is nothing for me to do here. You asked me to come help 

you recover from surgery, and I drop everything only to find you have plenty of 

people who can do the same damn thing and that you have a nanny to take 

care of my son!” 

“I do need your help. There are some things I simply do not want Sylvia or 

the others to do. Personal things. And I so badly want you and Garrett here. I 

hope you know how much I want you here.” 

“I don’t feel unwelcome, mother. I just feel like I should be doing more. After 

all, I left my job at the Manor to be here. I’m used to working, being productive, 

caring for my child…” 

“Staying busy,” my mother speaks for me, and I nod. “You are never still, 

Quinn. Why is that?” I avert my gaze toward the large wall of windows, 

adjusting the heavy brocade floor-to-ceiling curtains so not a speck of light can 

join us. The darkness adds to my mood, and I welcome it. “You are afraid to 

stop,” she says softly. 



I face her, exasperated at her persistence and the need to even have such a 

conversation. I am tired, not physically but emotionally. The weight of the grief 

in my heart, my head, this room. It is suffocating. “Yes. I am afraid to stop, 

mother. Because if I do, I fear I will realize just how alone I truly am.” 

Now that I have given in to her, confessed what I never really acknowledged 

before but always knew, I wait. Surely she will revel in her triumph. She is the 

victor. My loss is her gain. 

She does none of that. Instead, she gestures for me to join her. I go to her 

side, unsure if I am to be coddled like a newborn or devoured like prey. “How 

do you do it?” she asks. 

“Do what?” 

“Stem the grief. Besides staying busy, that is, how do you do it?” 

“I don’t do anything.” I inch my body closer to the edge of the bed, planning 

my escape, but she places a tight hand around the wrist of my left arm. She is 

stronger than she looks. 

“It seems you have adjusted well to being a widow, far better than I ever 

did.” 

My eyes blur with the familiar sting of tears. “I hurt every day, every hour, 

every minute, and every moment, mother. I just don’t feel the need to dwell in 

it.” 

“Well, I certainly applaud you, Quinn. When your father died too soon, it 

was all I could do to get myself up and out of bed in the morning. Yet somehow 

you keep it all under control and never falter.” 

Part of me wanted to lash out at her, remind my mother how cold and 

distant she was after my father died. So focused on her own grief, she forgot 

about mine. And later, when she had come to terms with her lonely life, she 

accused me of grieving too much, too long, as if there was an expiration date on 

loss. What worried me more was that she somehow held a distorted view on 

our rocky past, like the hurtful things had never happened. But then I realized 

it was most likely the passage of time, our reconciliation, and the fact she never 

truly understood the depth of my hurt that was more to blame. 



I wanted to be a better mother, one who learned from her mistakes rather 

than repeat them. 

“I can’t fall into rambling, crying fits of grief. Not with a young child. He has 

seen me cry, but I try not to because Garrett doesn’t understand the cause. He 

thinks he has done something wrong. So, yes, I do keep it bottled up and under 

control, at least when he is around. I focus my hurt on loving my son, doing 

the things Michael would want me to do, so that one day when he is older, he 

will understand. He will realize his mother loved and cared for him, not just for 

herself but for the father who could not be here. He will never wonder if his 

father loved him. I will forever remind him.” 

“You are doing everything right where I did everything wrong,” my mother 

sighs. “I am glad you have learned from my mistakes.” 

Was she reading my mind now? “Thank you, but that doesn’t make me feel 

any less guilty about it,” I press hard knuckles into the delicate corners of my 

eyes, hoping one pain can overcome another. 

“Guilty? Whatever for?” 

“For being here. For seeing Garrett grow up. For living.” 

 

***** 

 

I scurry down the faded dusty path, intent to burn off my frustration in a worn, 

leather saddle. 

Growing up we had three horses, one for my father, one for my mother, and 

one for me. In the years following my father’s death and my subsequent exit, 

my mother – who rarely rode – acquired more. The elaborate stable ahead of me 

is now home to nine horses and one purebred. 

I attribute the acquisitions to my mother’s incessant need to better 

everything pertaining to the ranch. After our perilous reconciliation, she 

revealed the improvements made to her surroundings – interior decorating, 

elaborate gardens, prize-winning herd of cattle, horses, everything – were a 

feeble attempt to fix what was broken within her. And it was not until we 



reconnected that she fully realized this. Of course, by then it had been almost 

too late. The once well-padded finances and nest egg already reflected the wear 

and tear her brightly-painted outbuildings did not. 

The added worry over money is not how I care to spend this precious hour 

alone. My mother is working with her physical therapist. Garrett is taking a 

rare nap, presumably under the watchful eye of Trina. Unable to convince my 

mother to release the nanny, I have since given up entirely. 

I do not intend to be here long. Once my mother is able to do things on her 

own, Garrett and I will be gone. 

“Hello! Quinn!” 

Quiet thoughts are shadowed by the lofty voice of Harper Whitmore. “Oh, 

hiya, Harper. Thought I would get in a quick ride on Lily while things are quiet 

up at the house.” 

“Of course. I’ll get her ready for you.” 

“Alright. Thanks.” 

I prefer to groom and tack up the mare myself, but I do not want to hurt 

Harper’s feelings. She is the official Stable Manager in the employ of my mother 

and takes the duties very seriously. Perhaps of more importance, Harper is an 

old friend, if you can call her that. 

My youth on the ranch was primarily a lonely one filled with animals and 

time spent exploring acre upon acre of land with my father. However, when I 

turned seven my parents hired a full-time housekeeper named Sylvia 

Whitmore. She still works in the big house but back then she and her family 

were new to us. They lived down the hill in one of tiny cottages set aside for our 

full-time help. Her husband was a hired hand and their twins, Scottie and 

Harper, became the closest thing I had to friends. They and the other kids who 

drifted on and off the ranch became my playmates. 

We were not close enough to keep in touch over the years so imagine my 

surprise when I came back to see Harper all grown up and working for my 

mother. She had changed so much, I did not even recognize her at first. As a 



child, Harper had been awkward and plain. Now, she was what one might 

classify as lovely. 

I tried not to stare the first few times we were together, but it did not take 

long for me to figure out what was different about Harper. Her face had 

changed, not drastically but enough for me to detect the effects of surgery and 

time. Her pearl gray eyes appeared wider, shinier. The once-ruddy skin seemed 

creamy smooth despite the many hours beneath an unforgiving sun. A nose 

once too wide for her face and a chin once all but invisible were in stunningly 

perfect proportion. And her mousy hair had clearly been paid much attention, 

leaving me a bit envious of the perfect chestnut highlights scattered amongst 

the dark tresses. 

She is quite lovely now. Pretty. Too pretty. 

“Lily is ready to go, Quinn.” Harper’s voice startles me, and I pray she does 

not realize I am staring at her. 

I run a hand over my fraying and faded curls and make a mental reminder 

to schedule an appointment with my mother’s salon. “Thanks, Harper.” 

“It’s a great day for a ride. Have a good one!” she calls as I hop onto the 

saddle, dig in my boot heels, and head in the direction of anywhere but here. 

 



CHAPTER TWO 

 

In the dark hours of a Monday morning, I wake before everyone else. Even 

Sylvia and my mother’s head cook Tony have yet to arrive. 

Settled into a ladder-back chair, I fidget while the coffee pot sputters out a 

nutty gourmet brew. I inhale the heady scent, close my eyes, and enjoy the 

aroma of my childhood. My mother may have changed many things around this 

place, but she is brand loyal. Once the pot beeps its conclusion, I jump from 

my seat, nearly stumbling over the chair leg in the process. It has been a 

difficult night of almost no rest and caffeine will be the fuel I need to get 

through the day. 

The delivery door opens, slowly and quietly so as not to disturb anyone who 

might be near. “Morning, baby girl,” Sylvia smiles with too much enthusiasm 

for this hour of the day. “What on earth are you doing up so early?” she asks, 

emptying her purse and sweater onto a row of hooks located on a long wall of 

the attached butler’s pantry. 

“Good morning, Sylvia. Couldn’t sleep is all. Hoping some strong coffee 

might get me going.” 

“I remember when you were young, you always woke up early so you could 

follow your father out to the barns and help with chores.” She grabs an 

oversized ceramic cup from the cupboard and prepares to pour a coffee for me, 

but I hold out my hand and wait. With a sly grin, she reluctantly hands me the 

cup. “I would be more than happy to get it for you.” 

“You are not required to care for me as you do my mother,” I say, pouring 

the dark steaming liquid from the carafe with a shaky hand. Whether from 

fatigue or my hard ride on Lily yesterday or simple caffeine-withdrawal, I am a 

certified mess. 

“I don’t mind. It is my job after all.” 

“Your job is all things mother. Not me. Or Garrett for that matter. We are 

not here to create more work for you or the others. I am here to lessen the load 



of my mother’s recovery. Would you like some?” I nod at the pot, and she 

shakes her head. 

“Too early for me. If I start now, I will need far too many breaks in my day. I 

always wait until after she has breakfast to enjoy my first and only cup.” 

“You are too good to her, Sylvia.” Once I speak the words, I wish I could 

swallow them whole and take them back. 

Sylvia stops organizing her small work space in preparation for the day and 

turns to me with a soft smile. “She is too good to me and my family, Quinn. In 

so many ways. I wish you could see that.” 

My throat constricts from the heat of the coffee, her praise, and my 

embarrassment. I take a heavy gulp to push them down. I know my mother is 

good to those who work for her, especially Sylvia. Over the years, the two 

women have formed a close bond, a relationship of friendship as well as 

employer and employee. Their mutual respect is evident, and I feel shame that 

my lingering bitterness has been directed at Sylvia. 

“I do see it. I promise I do. It was wrong for me to say that. Blame it on lack 

of sleep, too much stress, an overzealous four-year-old, and plain old-fashioned 

stupidity. I’m sorry.” 

Sylvia crosses the checkered tile floor and wraps me inside her arms. “Oh, 

child. There is nothing to be sorry for. You are perfect.” 

Once again, she has wiped my tears and made everything alright with the 

unconditional love of her touch. Sometimes I feel guilt that I used to wish 

Sylvia had been my mother rather than the one I had, but in this moment, 

locked in a warm embrace and memory of my youth, I do not. 

 

***** 

 

“Watch me, mama!” Garrett sings before attempting a forward somersault. His 

stubby legs make him too bottom-heavy, and he remains perched on his head 

with his feet planted firmly on the ground for a half-minute before I realize his 

face is turning red. 



“Stubborn just like his daddy,” I mutter and step upon the grassy patch in 

the backyard garden where Garrett likes to perform his stunts. “Here you go, 

big guy,” I say as I grab his ankles and help him tuck into a ball to roll over. 

He asks to do it again. And again. And again. I quickly grow tired of the 

game, but I do not stop or argue. Michael is not here to see these moments so I 

will make them as magical as I can. It is not fair that he should miss such 

simple things. 

When Garrett is grown, I want him to remember. Remember Michael. 

Remember me. Remember he was adored. And I have no control over what he 

will hold dear. These little moments, the ones which seem so inconsequential, 

may become his greatest memories. 

Okay, that is enough punishment for the day. I push back the hurt which 

rises whenever I dwell too long on the past, and with a loud gulp I erase the 

misery and replace it with joy. Albeit minimal, it is miraculously still there. 

“Ta da!” he cheers once he is on his feet. 

“Ta da!” a deep voice echoes over my shoulder. 

“Cole!” Garrett squeals and runs past me before I can process what is 

happening. 

“Hey there, buddy!” Cole Bradford laughs, squats close to the ground, and 

spreads his arms wide in anticipation of my son’s desperate dash into his 

arms. 

“What – I don’t understand – how?” is all I can manage. 

Cole pats Garrett on the back before standing up. He wipes a hand along 

the sweat trickling his hairline and when he does, I realize the reason for my 

shock. Not only is my friend from Rourke, North Dakota here at my family 

ranch in Honeycutt, Wyoming unannounced, but he is dressed in a plaid 

button down shirt and dark wash jeans. 

“The woman – Sylvia?” he says, and I nod dumbly. “She and your mother, 

they wanted to tell you I was here, but I hoped it would be a surprise. 

Surprise,” he smiles weakly and waves his hands in the air. 



“Of course!” I finally speak and throw my arms out to await his hug. “I’m 

just shocked to see you standing here. I wasn’t expecting it at all.” 

“Garrett!” Trina calls from the covered stone patio, and I tense every bone in 

my body to keep it from reflexively cringing. I detest being on a schedule with 

my son and just know she is calling for him to perform some inane task. “Time 

to clean up for dinner!” 

Garrett looks at me and shrugs before running up the slight slope of grass. 

Cole and I watch him go, and I soon realize he is not looking at me for a reason 

nor is he talking like he usually does. He is stalling. 

“Cole? Why are you here?” 

He squints into the fading sunlight before locking watery eyes with me. 

“Gladys died, Quinn. She’s gone.” 

The words do not reach me. They stay suspended in the air, in a place 

where my heart is not broken. 

Gladys. Cole’s grandmother. The feisty, brave, and wise elderly woman from 

Kendall Manor where I worked for the past five years as a housekeeper. She 

and I became the most unlikely of friends. She knew my secrets without my 

ever telling her. She was my guide, helping me through the unimaginable. 

Michael’s tumor diagnosis and aftercare. The pregnancy and birth of Garrett. 

The horrific night of my assault – first at the hands of my husband and then at 

the hands of the doctor who molested me when I was a young girl. Gladys – 

and Cole – rescued me in those dreadful hours when I lay bruised and broken. 

She was the person who showed me how to put the pieces of my life back 

together again after Michael died. And now, as the poisoned air carries the 

words to my ears, I realize Gladys is truly gone. Cole would not be here if it was 

not true. 

“Quinn,” Cole grips my wrist inside his warm palm and pulls me to an 

ornate concrete bench. “Sit down. I know this is a shock.” 

“When?” I think I am sobbing but cannot be sure. I worry Garrett might see 

me crying for the thousandth time and look toward the house. No one is there, 

and I allow the tears to fall. 



“Saturday night.” Three days ago. “I would have come sooner, but I needed 

to finalize a few details right away. It happened in her sleep, Quinn, just like 

she wanted. She always said that was how a person who toughed it out for 

almost ninety years should go. Peacefully and without knowledge it was 

coming,” Cole offers a pained smile. 

“No. Cole. Oh no, of course you should have been there to do whatever you 

needed to do. I’m actually surprised you are even here at all. I mean, in person. 

You could have called.” 

“I was not going to tell this to you over the phone. Nor was anyone else. I 

made the girls and everyone back at the Manor swear they would not email, 

text, or call. I wanted to be the one to break the news. In person.” 

The tears slow down, and I take a few long breaths to clear my head. 

“Thank you. I really appreciate it. I do. I just, honestly, I mean I knew she was 

old, but I never thought she would actually leave.” 

Cole laughs, the infectious one that makes me giggle, too. I welcome it 

because it releases some of the hurt. “If she had her way, she would have 

stayed forever. She loved you and Garrett so much. Watching him grow. I think 

that is why she stayed around as long as she did.” 

“I always thought she was waiting to know we would be okay. Me without 

Michael and on my own. You in your own pediatric practice.” 

“Yeah. I think she might have been holding out for some sign we would be 

okay.” 

“So what happens now?” I ask upon the realization there will be a wake, a 

funeral, and an empty room at the Manor in need of my attention. 

“Well, there are still a lot of pending details. I need to go home,” Cole sighs. 

“Then I am going with you.” 

 

***** 

 

“I am waiting for you to say, it, Quinn.” 



“Say what, mother?” I mumble and toss another pair of shoes into my 

suitcase. She is sitting on the four-poster bed in my old bedroom, performing 

random physical therapy exercises while I pack. As I see her there, bending one 

knee and pushing it further into a long hip stretch, she winces but does not 

stop. I realize she has never done this before, sit in my room simply to visit. Not 

in all the years I was here has she ever come into my room to talk. 

“That I was right,” she finishes her stretch and the wince becomes a sly 

smile. “About hiring the nanny.” 

“I agree it will be helpful to have Trina here to watch over Garrett for the 

few days I am back in Rourke. Is that what you want to hear?” 

“Yes.” 

“But,” I put up a hand, “I do not agree that I need her otherwise. I would 

really like to hear she is done the same day I return.” 

“I’ll consider it,” my mother says as she watches me wear a path between 

the dresser, walk-in closet, and bed. “I am terribly sorry to hear about Gladys, 

dear.” 

She had met Gladys and Cole a few times before, upon her visits to Rourke. 

The last had been Michael’s funeral, of course. “I am too, mother. It is so sad to 

think I will never see her again. I obviously knew she would die, but I always 

thought it would be when I was with her and able to say goodbye.” 

My mother sighs and rubs fingertips along the quilted bedspread. “We 

always believe there will be more time, don’t we? That we can tell them how 

important they are, express our love for them, right the wrongs. It rarely 

happens that way. There never is enough time to do everything. And in the 

blink of an eye, that which matters most becomes lost to us.” 

I am in no mood for a lesson, especially from her. How could she even know 

what I am feeling? Her approach to loss is far different than mine. She 

rebounds, moving on as if it is a task to cross of her list. A project to complete. 

I, on the other hand, am in the habit of mourning. It is difficult not to be 

when the hurt comes one after another. I have been hit with painful blows to 



the heart. First my father. Then Michael. Now Gladys. All in too short of time, 

leaving me with little chance to recover from one before dealing with the next. 

Their deaths stack upon each other, and the sheer weight of their absence 

is too much for me to bear. 

“I hold onto the littlest of details so that I might never forget Michael.” A 

heat rises to my cheeks upon this candid admission to my mother. “The sound 

of his voice, the way he laughed, the touch of his skin. I try so hard to keep 

them close, but there are times I cannot recall how he smelled or walked or any 

of his quirky habits, and I fear he will be gone.” 

My mother smooths her palm deep against the bedspread, pressing a 

wrinkle I cannot see. “There are times when I think about your father, and I 

struggle to remember something complex, such as the sound of his voice. And 

in my frustration, I will watch a video just to hear him speak again. But then 

simply seeing him triggers a greater memory and offers more clarity than the 

moment ever had.” 

“What kind of clarity?” 

“When you lose someone, memories of them have a way of getting stronger. 

The ones that matter, that is. It is as if our subconscious realizes there won’t 

be any more, so our heart captures them, keeps them close for those times 

when we need them to carry us through.” 

My mother raises her hand in the air multiple times, a signal she wants 

help getting up. I go to her. Leaning over her, I grip her hands in my own and 

leverage my body weight to pull her up off the bed. Once sure she is steady, I 

hand her the metallic walker. She does not like to use it, but in her weakened 

state she does not fight me. She walks out of the room and down the hall 

toward her suite. 

“I’ll be there in a minute to help you prepare for bed,” I call to her. 

She turns with a tired smile. “You will never forget him, Quinn. I promise 

you that. You may forget the little things over time – I certainly have forgotten 

things about your father – but you will never lose the memory of his love.” 



I gaze into watery eyes that look like my own and wonder why it must be 

that something so painful is the very thing to connect me with my mother. 

 

***** 

 

Leaving after dinner to return to Rourke, Cole’s visit was a brief one. I followed 

his path home the next morning. It is the first time I have ever left Garrett with 

someone else overnight, and although I know Sylvia and my mother will keep 

close tabs on him in case he escapes Trina, I worry. 

It is only for an extended weekend, with time to say a proper goodbye to 

Gladys and check on the house. Driving closer to the home Michael and I once 

shared, my stomach clenches, and I resist the bile creeping into my throat. 

After the standoff with Scott Houston, the doctor who molested me, Michael 

was officially diagnosed with the brain tumor. While we were relieved to 

discover it might be managed, it changed everything. Our marriage, the 

manner in which we lived, the way we talked to each other, our love. Life was 

more important somehow, and we vowed to one another that we would not 

screw up our second chance to do it right. 

And we hadn’t. It had been an amazing few years with Garrett reaping most 

of the benefits. 

We moved a few times, trying to find an ideal place to raise our son while 

also engaged in a fervent search for the perfect farm. Borrowed time is a funny 

thing. In some ways, you want to rush through life, experience it to the fullest. 

Yet at the same time, you become very selective about how you spend your 

days. Everything becomes more important. And when you have a family, the 

decisions are not simply for the short term. 

One day, right after Michael received another glorious all-clear from his 

neurologist, we sat together, hands entwined over the kitchen table with 

celebratory bottles of beer. 

“You know, Quinn,” he spoke so slowly, I remember locking my eyes upon 

his mouth in anticipation of each word, “having a cloud of death hang over my 



head makes me question every decision I have ever made in my life. Other than 

you and Garrett, of course, but—” 

I raised my fingertips to those lips to silence them. “Michael, no! You 

should never think like that.” 

He had gripped my wrist, pulling it away and tenderly planting a kiss on 

the inside layer of delicate skin. “Let me finish,” Michael insisted. “What I was 

going to say was I have questioned every decision I have made…until now. I 

want to live life as a whole rather than question every little step I take. We 

should make an offer.” 

We had been debating a parcel of fifty acres on the east edge of town, a 

pretty little patch of land to farm. Acre upon rolling acre seemed to call to us. 

Pick me! Pick me! I will make all of your dreams come true. It was nestled in 

amongst other farms but the century-old farmhouse and outbuildings gave the 

illusion of a world on its own. One far from the common worries of life. One 

without illness. 

Within days, we had signed a purchase agreement and begun to prepare for 

a final move to our forever home. Two weeks later, Michael would be dead. 



CHAPTER THREE 

 

Some days are simply more difficult than others. Saying goodbye to someone I 

love is not only hard but exhausting. 

I walk up the steps of our local church, the very same one where Garrett 

was baptized, and pause before entering. Experience has told me this will not 

be easy. My fear is this: every time someone close to me dies the receding edges 

of grief that linger for my father and husband re-emerge and wash over me with 

a forceful reminder of each loss. Rather than stand alone, the hurt builds on 

the other, pressing down on me until the sheer weight leaves me physically 

gasping for air. 

How much more can my tired heart bear? 

“Quinn? Are you alright?” I glance over my shoulder and see my friends 

from the senior living facility where I work. Used to anyway. I am technically on 

a temporary – and hopefully short – leave of absence while I care for my 

mother. 

“I’m fine. Just a bit shaky. How are all of you?” I ask, hugging each of them 

close. Sue, Michelle, and Maude have become my dearest friends over the past 

few years. We not only share a workplace but the triumphs and struggles of 

motherhood. 

“As you know, not much changes in Rourke. Things are good here, but we 

miss you!” Michelle frowns. 

I grab her pale hand in mine. “I miss you, too! Thankfully, my mother is 

doing remarkably well with her recovery. Sticking to physical therapy which 

should speed things up.” 

“Everything has been fine with the house,” Maude smiles. She has been a 

savior, watering my plants, gathering mail and packages, and keeping an eye 

on the place. 

“I noticed. And thank you for cleaning. You did not have to do that!” 

“Well, I was worried my efforts would not be up to your standards, but I 

couldn’t have you come home to a dusty house.” Our little group laughs and 



then as if remembering the reason we have been brought together, it becomes 

subdued. 

“Everyone adored Gladys, Quinn, but you two were so close,” Sue says with 

tears in her eyes. 

I solemnly nod at a local woman as she walks into the church and paste a 

smile upon my face. “You know, I had a moment when I got to town yesterday. 

My first thought was I had to stop in and see her. And then I remembered she 

was gone, and it simply broke my heart.” 

Maude rubs a consoling hand along my arm. “We should go in if we want to 

sit together.” 

An hour later the grief I experienced had shifted to one of hope. Gladys, in 

her own unique way, chose to forgo the entire tradition of a memorial service 

and make it a celebration of her life. There were no sad songs but jazzy, toe-

tapping tunes to make even the sourest person smile. People came up one by 

one and in no set order to share stories of how they knew her, what she did, 

and the lasting imprint she left upon their life. 

My heart wept as her companion Charlie spoke softly of his affection for 

her. Over ninety-years-old now, he struggled to stand and finally rested in a 

chair provided by the pastor as he finished his tribute. In watching him openly 

grieve and love Gladys, I realized my good fortune in having witnessed their 

relationship from the very beginning. They were a mismatched pair – him shy 

and reserved, her outspoken and bold – yet they complimented each other in 

such a respectful and caring manner. Another sign that hidden blessings can 

arise in the unlikeliest of times and places in our lives. 

Cole was the only family member present, having been the sole relative to 

live close to where Gladys resided at the Manor. This was a local remembrance, 

and she would be officially laid to rest in her hometown up-state. As I watched 

him speak of his grandmother with such pride and affection, I remembered the 

loss was not my own. For while she may have been a large part of my life and 

someone I considered a close friend, she was also important to many others. 



Worried my mascara has stained my wet cheeks, I dab my eyes with a 

tissue and rise with the rest of the congregation. A lively tune from the big 

band era serenades us as we file down the center aisle, one by one. 

“Quinn!” Cole calls to me once I am outside. 

“That was a lovely tribute to your grandmother,” I tell him. “She would have 

loved it.” 

He squints against the noon-day sun and raises a hand over his eyes to 

look at me. “I should think she would love it. She wrote all of the details out for 

me years ago.” 

“Why doesn’t that surprise me?” I laugh. 

“Would it surprise you that she wrote everything out in the days after my 

grandfather died and stored the handwritten notes in her Bible for the past 

thirty years?” 

“Nope. Nothing Gladys did surprised me. At least once I got to know her.” 

We stand there, thinking separate but similar thoughts of a woman we will 

miss. “Cole, I’m so sorry she’s gone.” 

He looks to the entrance and waves at someone over my shoulder. “Me too, 

Quinn. Say, would you be up for a cup of coffee or a drink before you head 

back to the ranch? To catch up?” 

“I wish I could, but I need to organize a few things at the house before I 

head back early in the morning.” 

“Of course. I forgot about the house. Need any help?” 

I shake my head. “Thanks but unfortunately it is things I have to do 

myself.” 

“Alright. I’ll let you go then. Give me a call when you get back to the ranch 

so I know you made it without any problem.” I lean in to hug him and once I 

leave his embrace, he pulls me in close again. “That one is for Garrett. Sure do 

miss the little guy.” 

“He misses you, too. Take care of yourself and don’t work too hard while 

we’re gone.” 

“Take care,” Cole says with a sad smile. 



 

***** 

 

I stand in the center of the kitchen, seconds turning into minutes while I 

debate my next step. 

When I told Cole I had to do things around the house, I was not lying. Two 

heaping stacks of mail await, one legitimate and one junk. There are bills to 

pay. A pile rests in the corner, clothing I failed to pack but believe I now need 

and a few toys and stuffed animals Garrett has missed. 

I need to catch up. I need to pack. I need to address the ridiculous and 

annoying minutiae of daily responsibilities that plague an adult life. 

I ignore them and walk through the rooms, one by one. Garrett’s presence 

is everywhere – a toy here, a book there – and it is comforting. And although 

the majority of Michael’s belongings are tucked away in storage, I see him all 

around me. The kitchen where we talked and dreamt, the living room where we 

played and laughed, the bedroom where we loved. 

Life may have moved forward after his death, but it feels as if time has 

stopped. 

This house no longer resembles a home. It is hollow and empty. The quiet 

pushes me down, and I lean a steadying hand against the wall as I move down 

the hall. Overbearing loneliness follows me into the master bedroom. I lift up a 

pile of books on the nightstand and consider bringing them back to my 

mother’s. Not caring enough to put them in the proper place, I toss the second-

hand copies on the floor. I will not pack them. My mother has a library filled 

with books I will not read. 

I walk to the bathroom and open the medicine cabinet. Michael’s aftershave 

sits on the largest shelf. I go to the bedroom and remove one of his white t-

shirts from my pajama drawer. Returning to the bathroom, I squirt his scent 

on the front, back, and sleeves and carry it into the kitchen. I shake it a few 

times to be sure it has dried before leaving it on the counter. 



Making a final pass through every room to see things are secure, I wonder 

when I will be back here again. Following Michael’s death, the land purchase 

fell through. I considered it, for the briefest of moments, because I did not want 

to see our dream shattered along with everything else. But logic prevailed. 

There was no way I would manage a farm on my own. Truth be told, I did not 

want to. It seemed unfair to live that life without Michael by my side. 

With the settlement from the molestation case and life insurance money, I 

have been able to remain in the only home Garrett has ever known. I do not 

want to uproot our lives, but I can feel the disconnect. I consider the prospect 

of moving again and all that it entails. Country life has its perks with a young 

child, but the demands of growing older may mean a place in town would serve 

us better. 

I have even entertained the idea of moving to the ranch to be closer to my 

mother. There is a guest wing with a full suite of rooms where Garrett and I 

could live quietly. But even that place, with its lavishly furnished rooms, seems 

empty. 

Simply the thought of needing a plan tires me. It has been an emotional few 

days, and as the final bit of energy drains from my body, I stand in place and 

close my eyes. I step my left foot behind me, making sure to set it deep into the 

floor and at the proper angle, while bending my right knee over my right ankle. 

Widening my stance, I push my hips forward. On the inhale, I bring my palms 

together as if in prayer and raise my arms above my head. A bend in my back 

opens my heart as my gaze comes up to my fingertips. 

Warrior. It is the only yoga pose I can remember to do on my own without 

the watchful eye of an instructor, but the modest act of stretching my body 

instantly clears up a cloudy, muddied mind. 

Even if I move from one place to another, I will not be able to choose what 

to take or leave behind. The problems, they will only follow me. 

With a final exhale, I stand up straight and open my eyes. A small smile 

crosses my lips as I think of Gladys. Oh, how I wish she was here to offer up 



some of her words of wisdom! I close my eyes again. Perhaps if I close them 

tight enough, I can form an image of her in my head from memory. 

Much like Michael, she is here with me. Except unlike my dead husband, I 

can feel her. It is as if she is standing beside me, dressed in some outrageously 

bright outfit with baby-fine gray hairs escaping an otherwise perfect salon 

style. She smiles and winks and blows me a kiss. And in the warmth that 

surrounds me, I can almost hear her say, “It’s time to stop playing the victim, 

dear. Take responsibility. Create the life you want to live.” 

I go to the pile in the corner of the kitchen and sort through it. Gathering 

only the items Garrett wants, I add them to my open suitcase and ignore the 

others. Next, I combine the stacks of mail into a messy pile before stuffing it 

into my canvas tote bag. Lastly, I fold the t-shirt that smells like Michael and 

gently place it in my large purse. 

One final look around the kitchen, I turn off the light and leave. 

 

***** 

 

“Why didn’t you tell me before this?” I ask my mother as she sits at the 

ridiculously large desk in her office. Straight-backed and perched like a 

magpie, she mirrors the vicious and crazy bird. Her heavily-lidded eyes reveal 

rare dark circles beneath, and she seems primal and violent in her impatience 

as if ready to attack me, the smaller, more vulnerable prey. 

Careful not to bump her still-tender leg, she instead swivels my father’s 

favorite office chair a full hundred and eighty degrees and proceeds to stare out 

the long bay window that overlooks a magnificent stretch of rolling back lawn. 

It is the type ideal for Easter egg hunts and winter sledding though we never 

did any of those things in my youth. It just sat there, perfectly groomed and 

waiting to be trampled on and rolled down. 

Determined not to let her off the hook, I wait. And wait. And wait. My back 

is stiff from standing in one place for so long, and I eventually slump into an 



oversized canvas chair in the corner. Swinging my legs over the high arm, I 

cross my ankles in a pose I know my mother will hate. 

“I have all day,” I tell her. 

“No, you don’t,” she says to the view outside the window. I resolve to make 

her look at me. 

“Trina is with Garrett for as long as I need her. Thanks to you, I might add.” 

With a frustrated sigh, she turns around to face me. When she sees me 

sitting in such an un-lady-like manner, her eyebrows raise but she says 

nothing. 

Quinn: one. Mother: zero. Not that I am keeping score or anything. 

“It is none of your concern, Quinn.” 

I untangle my ankles and sit upright. “How can you say that? The ranch is 

family-owned. I am family. Your only family. I think I should be made aware of 

any financial troubles.” 

With an elegant flourish she signs her name to a document. She then 

places it atop a small stack and taps the papers against the desk until satisfied 

they are perfectly uniform. Tucking them into an overnight envelope, she 

hastily reviews the address information and seals it tight. “There is nothing to 

tell. Everything is fine on the home front.” 

“Then why have you cut back on livestock? You may think I don’t notice, 

but I can see there are more empty cattle and hog stalls than usual. And the 

hired hands? Tom left months ago and Jim right before I got here. You have 

made no move to replace either one.” 

“Did you ever think maybe, just maybe I am cutting back in certain areas 

because sometimes running a thousand-acre ranch is simply too much for 

me?” she challenged. 

The truth was, I had not ever considered that to be a possibility. My mother 

had always been carried away in the dealings of the ranch. Even before she met 

my father, my grandfather groomed her to take responsibility and run things. 

And run things she did, as a partner with my father while they were married, 

and successfully on her own after he passed. 



No, it never occurred to me that my mother would one day grow tired of 

anything having to do with the ranch. 

I study her. Professionally-placed highlights streak her glossy brown hair. 

But on the edges, I detect wiry gray strands silhouetted against a harsh 

backdrop of sunlight from the window. Her skin is still smooth, yet delicate 

lines snake along the corners of her mouth and eyes, especially when she 

smiles. The hip replacement was not something I questioned in terms of her 

longevity or overall health. After all, she had been a very active participant in 

sports, particularly tennis, skiing, and horseback riding. I just assumed the 

arthritis and other stress on her joints were par for the course after years of 

hard work. 

But now as I look at her, I see the full weight of her sixty-five years and the 

toll of manual labor. “To be honest, it never did cross my mind, mother. You 

have always been so attached to the business of running the ranch.” 

“Well, you are right on that point, Quinn. I am still very attached to the 

business side. Unfortunately, there are some areas slipping from my grasp, and 

I have become wary of how best to catch them so as to be profitable and 

sustainable.” 

“Let me help you,” I offer. 

“Thank you, dear. But I have plenty of people to help me. Auditors, 

accountants, tax advisors, attorneys, ranch managers. You name it, I have it.” 

“Please, mother, let me at least try to help you,” I plead this time. I need 

something. Anything. Perhaps this is it. The ideal distraction for dealing with 

the every day. 

“But you have no formal education in—” 

“I will figure it out. And whatever I can’t figure out, I will teach myself. 

Please…” I push one final time. If she declines, I will accept it and move on to 

finding another way to occupy the days while I am here. I am in the middle of 

preparing a mental list of useless activities when she speaks. 

“Okay. You can help.” 



“Thank you! Thank you!” I rush behind and lean down to hug her 

shoulders. She raises her hands to my arms. “I’ll need receipts and a list of 

assets and expenses and livestock and crop logs and every record book you 

have,” I ramble on so she cannot take back her promise. 

“You will have access to whatever you need. But your first order of business 

is orientation for the new hand I hired while you were in Rourke paying 

respects to Gladys.” 

“Are you sure you need another one?” 

I am still holding her shoulders in a pseudo-hug, and she pats her hand as 

if to calm me. “I am quite sure. I can do without one quitting but not two. 

Certainly not with the high volume of summer crops coming up.” 

“Alright,” I stand, ready to tackle whatever she gives me. 

“Here’s his file,” she holds out a manila folder. “His name is Brody Jackson. 

Thirty-five-years old. Came into ranching a little late in the game for my tastes 

but has excellent references. Meeting is scheduled for one this afternoon in the 

Common House so you should be able to have lunch with Garrett no problem. I 

do not want any ranch work infringing on your time with that little boy, do you 

understand?” 

A small smile curves along my lips, and I turn to leave, eager for my first 

official task. “I do.” 

“Oh, and Quinn?” she calls just as I reach the doorway. 

“Yes?” 

“Keep an eye on this new fellow. Rumor has it he can be a little hard to 

reign in – a real spitfire.” 



CHAPTER FOUR 

 

Brody Jackson appears more like a domesticated cat than the rumored tiger. 

He stands with thumbs leisurely hooked in the pockets of his jeans, a cool and 

calm smile on his tanned face. 

He is relaxed while I feel wound up tight like a spring. My nerves are not 

the result of this meeting but rather the fact that I was rushed into it. I hate 

being unprepared, and I cannot help but think my mother put me in this very 

spot to test me. 

Determined to succeed, I have him wait in the front room. This building is a 

place where the families who live on the ranch can gather for conversation, 

games, meals, or movies. It was the brilliant brain-child of my father many 

years before and always seemed to be a decision-breaker for men or women 

waffling between more than one ranch offer. The rustic lodge décor, cushy 

couches, arcade games, and big theater screen are used on a nightly basis and 

well-cared for. I have not been in this building since I came home and one look 

around reveals it to be in almost pristine condition. 

Leaving the new-hire to explore the area, I pop into one of the small work 

areas in the back. I choose the spacious office, complete with laptops, printers, 

scanners, and fax machines for employee use. Sitting at the long, open table, I 

quickly review the history of one Brody Jackson. His short time in the industry 

is impressive, having worked at some well-known and highly respected 

ranchers and though I see nothing wrong with his credentials or references, I 

do wonder why he would leave such great, high-paying employers. Many of the 

men who work for others become content to stay in one place, especially if 

there is a wife or children involved. Even more so if the pay is good. 

No day working the land is easy or predictable, but most people like a 

routine or structure. Staying put in one spot with the same co-workers can give 

them that. 



Unwilling to leave him for too long, I gather the papers into the folder and 

head back out. “Sorry for the delay, Mr. Jackson. I needed to take care of some 

quick business.” 

“Not a problem, Mrs.…?” 

“Miss Donovan. But you may call me Miss Quinn like everyone else around 

here.” He looked at me beneath the brim of his hat, and I felt sure he wanted to 

say something. Instead he remained silent and staring and when I felt the 

warmth rush to my cheeks, I spoke. “I’m Mrs. Randolph’s daughter and will 

run you through the basics. Work policy, sick policy, vacation leave, etc. Once 

finished, I’ll take you over to George. You have met the supervisor?” He nodded. 

“And, I assume you have already been shown your living quarters?” 

“I have, ma’am. Uh, I mean Miss Donovan, er Miss Quinn. I think I’ll be 

quite comfortable.” He scratches a thoughtful fingertip along the hard edge of 

his chin line and through a chocolate-brown, barely there beard. Studying me 

with dark eyes, he again seems on the verge of wanting to say more. I wait a 

full minute before realizing he has no intention of speaking. 

“Good to hear,” I say dumbly. “Now, let’s review everything so you can get 

started.” 

A half-hour later, we were finished. Looking back, I think I did a pretty good 

job and am surprised with how effectively I answered the few questions he had. 

When I tell my mother of our meeting later that day, she seems pleased with 

my performance. 

“I am impressed, Quinn. Not that I ever doubted your ability. You have 

been removed from the dealings around here for so long, I admit I was 

concerned about how you would handle the orientation overall.” 

“Well, you didn’t give me much time to prepare. Luckily, your secretary 

keeps organized and thorough notes so there wasn’t much to it. Just some 

rudimentary overview and signatures on forms.” 

“You have passed. I will give you a B-plus.” 

“B-plus?” I laugh. “Seriously? I think I deserve better than that!” 



“There is always room for improvement, and this instance is no different.” I 

should have known. Any inkling of a compliment or ounce of praise comes with 

advice on how to do better. Be better. 

“What did I miss?” I wonder as I scan the documents and checklist for a 

new hire. “Everything is all here. Signed, sealed, delivered.” 

“You didn’t miss anything. But, you were done so quickly. I always like to 

spend a little more time with them. This is a chance to get to know more of 

what makes them tick. Ask them about their hobbies, family, anything to break 

the ice and bring some warmth to an otherwise sterile task. These men and 

women become more than a worker on the ranch, they become family. You of 

all people should realize that, Quinn. Did you even ask Mr. Jackson anything 

about himself? Attempt to learn more about him?” 

I look down at the jagged edges of the nails I broke while riding Lily 

yesterday. “I didn’t want to waste his time or mine, mother. And I also didn’t 

want to rush through lunch with Garrett. I had already kept Mr. Jackson 

waiting long enough while I reviewed his file.” 

My mother looks at me with sympathetic eyes. “Of course, dear. I 

understand.” 

Deflated, I get up to leave. Walking out the door, I feel the rage rise to my 

cheeks. How could my mother ever understand? She never tried to manage 

motherhood with her job. It was never a question of how to do it all for my 

mother. The foundation of her world was based upon the principle of Either Or. 

She could either do one or the other well. Never both. And sadly, I was most 

often left behind. 

I would never do that Garrett. Make him feel like an afterthought. 

Charging through the hallway, I blaze a path to the stairs and in the 

direction of the playroom. Turning the corner, I collide with Harper. 

“Gosh, Quinn! I’m sorry!” 

Although her mother Sylvia works inside the house, it is rare to see Harper 

here. She does come in more than others but the sight of her makes me wonder 



if anything is amiss. Caught in the trap of my frustration, I decide not to care 

and murmur an unremorseful apology on my way. 

I will probably feel guilt later but in the moment, I am not in the mood to 

make friends or play nice. 

 

***** 

 

Garrett and I trek through a patch of pines and into the meadow. It has been a 

morning of just us two thanks to my giving Trina a day off. 

He skips ahead of me, skimming downturned palms along the wildflowers 

and fuzzy dandelions as he goes. I follow, slowly, to watch him. 

Sunlight caresses his silky hair, its glow making the auburn tint even 

brighter. The color of our son’s hair became an inside joke between Michael 

and I. From the moment our little baby came out sporting a shock of orange 

fluff much like a troll doll, the nickname stuck. Only Michael and I would use 

it, of course, and never to Garrett’s face. Carrot. Our little Carrot. 

On our way here, I turned the woods into a classroom, pointing out things 

safe to eat such as blackberries and morel mushrooms while emphasizing the 

bad stuff like poison ivy. Being four, his first instinct was to touch it and I 

think I scared him when I scooped him up by the armpits and set him back on 

the path. He would never understand the pain I endured at his age, but I would 

do everything I could to prevent the same from happening to him. Tomorrow, I 

will take him into the barns and explain how to properly treat the horses and 

cattle. 

He has a curious love for the ranch much like I do, and I fear the longer we 

are here the braver he will become. 

“Garrett!” I yell to prevent him from going any further. This is where we will 

eat our picnic, packed so sweetly by my mother’s cook, Tony. He turns with a 

half-smile and for a glorious moment, I see my father. 

Perhaps it is this place, where my father and I would take our breaks from 

riding and hiking, that carries the memory of him. Or maybe it is the recent 



loss of another one of my favorite people. Since hearing Gladys died all I seem 

to dwell on is my father, Michael, and now her. Of course, she is clearest in my 

mind because I saw her, talked to her, and hugged her right before I came to 

help my mother. 

Surprisingly, the initial wave of grief and sadness has temporarily gone, 

making way for contentment and limited pockets of peace. For while her death 

reminds me of other people I have lost, it also helps me to remember them and 

the things we did together in far greater detail. What is more, I have no control 

over what comes to me. The strangest and most inconsequential things are the 

most vivid in my mind. I cannot recall the last thing I said to my father before 

he died, but I remember sitting in this very spot with the very same picnic 

basket on the day I told him about my love for Michael. I told him, not my 

mother. 

Garrett comes up behind me, crushing his tiny body against my back and 

hugging me. His arms, still stubby, barely reach around my neck and I touch 

fingertips to the smooth skin before kissing it. 

This moment might become a memory, I realize. For him. For me. It might 

matter one day. 

After lunch, we linger. I am in no hurry to go back, and the sweetness of 

the homemade chocolate chip cookies is making me tired. I lay back on the 

blanket and for once my energetic son stops moving. He rests beside me, 

nestled against my chest and before long, he sleeps. 

The fresh air. The constant movement. The wide open space. It lulls him, 

and I soon follow. 

I rest the rest of a mother. I am half-asleep, aware of Garrett under the 

weight of my arm where I have him locked in, safe. I hear the sounds around 

me. A bumblebee. A hawk. The sizzle of random insects and other creatures 

under a blazing sun. Grateful I remembered sunblock, I set a mental timer to 

get us out of the heat and into cooling shade. 

My mind is on auto-pilot, jetting from one thought to another, too relaxed 

to worry about anything for very long. As the minutes tick by, I am startled by 



a noise in the woods. I wait. Our land is bordered by fences and predatory 

animals are rare. That does not mean, however, that a stray wolf or coyote or 

even bear has someone wandered its way onto our property. I stiffen in silence. 

After a bit, I hear the noise again and witness three squirrels running out of 

the brush. 

Now wide-awake, my mind no longer drifts along insignificant topics. There 

is only one at the forefront, erasing any sense of peace: my mother. 

My reaction to our dealings yesterday continues to sting. I wrongly believed 

I had overcome my lingering issues. Of course, while we were estranged I 

totally ignored the problems in our relationship and discontent with my 

childhood. Her disapproval of my marriage to a farmer like Michael and 

subsequent move to another state was the sole reason she held back. For me, it 

was everything she said or did. That is, until Michael was diagnosed. Once we 

knew we had a battle to fight and a healthy baby to raise, I made a distinct 

effort to re-connect and rebuild. 

Up until recently, it proved quite easy. But now I realize it was because we 

lived miles apart, spoke occasionally on the phone, and visited a few times 

during the year. I could handle her in small doses. Caring for her and 

interacting with her on a near constant basis was a definite shock to my 

system. 

And her questioning my abilities to help run the ranch proved more than 

hurtful. It was a reminder of my past. Those years when she denied I was a 

victim of molestation, preferring instead to pretend nothing ever happened in 

order to maintain the integrity of the Randolph family name. It would take the 

doctor assaulting and leaving me for dead along with his attempted murder of 

Michael to finally get my mother to accept the truth. And while she was of great 

support during the investigation after Dr. Houston’s death, I secretly worried 

her mind was changed because there were other victims to corroborate my 

claim. 



I did not want a report card but rather her unconditional support. Just 

once I needed her to believe in me without any strings attached. I did not need 

her to doubt me. I already doubted myself enough for the both of us. 

 

***** 

 

After a restless night of no sleep, I come to a couple conclusions. One: I will 

make the most of my short time here and do everything I can to help my 

mother move forward with the ranch. And two: I need to call in reinforcements. 

“Hey Cole. It’s Quinn.” 

“Quinn! What a surprise. Everything okay over there?” 

“Things are good. Garrett’s getting past his fear of horses. We even got him 

to sit on top of the pony.” 

“Great,” he laughs into the phone. “That’s really great. And how is your 

patient?” I pause, perhaps too long. “Uh oh. What’s wrong?” 

“Nothing is wrong. I’m just tackling a project, and I fear I’m biting off more 

than I can chew.” 

“What type of project?” 

“Um, saving my mother’s ranch from certain collapse?” I say half-heartedly. 

Of course, I may be stretching the truth, but I figure the less Cole knows, the 

more likely he will be to help. 

“Things that bad? When I was just there, everything looked pretty well-run 

to me.” 

“Well, that’s the thing. From a quick, outside view it does look pretty good. 

Perfect in fact. But once you stay around a bit and scratch under the surface, 

the flaws stand out.” 

“Hm.” I picture Cole rubbing his chin with the knuckle of his index finger 

like he does while deep in thought. “That sounds like pretty much everything in 

life, Quinn. Improvement is always needed here and there. Perhaps your 

mother just has different priorities.” 



I shake my head and then remember he cannot actually see me. “While I 

wouldn’t argue with that, it’s more than simple repairs. My mother has told me 

so. Profits are down and expenses are up for the first time ever. She has cut 

some staff, delayed unnecessary projects, and begun to consider squeezing her 

budget so tight it would impact the quality of our products. I fear she is 

becoming overwhelmed with the upkeep of such a big business.” 

He does not hesitate. “Okay. How can I help?” 

“If I send you some numbers would you make time to look at them? I could 

use a second set of eyes, and you understand financials better than I do. I have 

been getting help from our accountant and teaching myself whatever I can, but 

I think someone not so close to it all could offer a different perspective.” 

“I would love to help, Quinn. If your mother agrees, of course. I don’t want 

to step on any toes.” 

“Don’t worry about her. I’ll take care of that,” I tell him although I have no 

idea how I would do such a thing. 

“Alright. But there is no need to send me the information. I’ll come to you.” 

“Cole. No! You must be back at work by now. The kids need you. The 

hospital and the clinic. I can’t ask you to come out here again, disrupt your 

schedule—” 

“I’m actually on a leave of absence, Quinn,” he cuts me off. 

“What?” 

“I’ve taken extended time off. Obviously, I needed a few days because of my 

grandmother, but I decided the best thing was to take an actual break. I have 

been working non-stop since med school, with random days off here and there. 

But when I was driving out to Wyoming to tell you about Gran, something 

clicked. I need a vacation. A real one, not some quick, touristy thing, but an 

honest and true break.” 

“So, you are coming here then?” I smile, fighting to hide my excitement. It 

would be a huge relief to have someone here who was my friend rather than a 

person loyal to my mother or in her employ. 

“I will be there by the end of the week.” 



[END EXCERPT] 


